
Please read user manual for further information.

For further questions, contact your local Agiliti office or call 1.800.847.7368 .

POWER Press the POWER button to turn on/off the 

ADJUST SETTINGS Press the ADJUST SETTINGS Up/Down 
arrows to adjust the mattress pressure levels. (Use the 
weight settings guide as a reference/starting point.)

MAX INFLATE  Press the MAX INFLATE button and the 
mattress will rapidly inflate. Max Inflate will deactivate after 
15 minutes.
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STATIC Press the STATIC button to maintain a constant 
pressure level.

AP TIMES Press AP TIMES button to activate Alternating 
Pressure Therapy Mode and to set the time.

PULSE Press the PULSE button to activate Pulse Mode. 

FOWLER Press the FOWLER button to activate Fowler Mode. 
Fowler will increase the air pressure in the mattress during 
fowler position to avoid patient bottoming out. 

ALARM SILENCE Press the ALARM SILENCE button to mute 
the audio alarm.

LOCK  Press and hold the LOCK button and all control unit 
functions will be locked to prevent tampering of patient settings. 
Press and hold LOCK button to turn off.

LOW AIR LOSS The system automatically provides continous
low air loss therapy by supplying air into the low air loss 
section of the mattress.

The 2” safety air pad will remain inflated should the mattress 
deflate.

SAFETY AIR PAD

®
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Please read the user manual for operating instructions and additional product information.

LENGTH EXPANSION (both Standard and Bariatric)

The Heel Zone (bottom four 
air cells) can be adjusted 
independently from the rest 
of the mattress. Turn the Heel
zone regulator valve to select
the appropriate patient setting.

1.  FIRM
2. MEDIUM FIRM
3.  MEDIUM SOFT
4. SOFT

Turn the Length Expan-
sion Regulator valve to 
select the appropriate 
length. Select #4 or 
return to #1 to deflate 
added air cells.

WIDTH EXPANSION (Bariatric)

For CPR or quick deflation, 
rotate the CPR Valve to 
open and power off the 
control unit.

CPR

HEEL ZONE

Turn the Width Expansion 
Regulator valve to select 
the appropriate width. 
Select #4 or return to #1 
to deflate added air cells.

Length Expansion Regulator

Width Expansion Regulator


